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Objectives:'i To make our students aware and responsible citizens of the society.

To explore cultural heritage and encourage local communities,

To make students aware and responsible citizens of the society.
To create awareness among the masses to save the mother earth.

To spread the message of nature conservation for better future.

To create awareness and support among the masses to protect the environment and nature

conservation,
To encourage students to opt for recyclable products.

DESCRIPTION:

It is rightly stated that, "No earth, no blrth" or "no earth, no life," To make the students understand

the importance of saving our n otier ea-:t c'sa','-3 the en,rironment on Van Mahotsava and World

Nature Conservation Day monthli,cai:tpa g: i',as ta<en -p.'v'arious activities were conducted to

apprise the students about the special days observed in this month that are Van Mahotsava week

and World Nature Conservation Day'

To make the students aware about'Van Mahotsava week',i,e, from 1't July to 7th July and'World

Conservation Day,, on 2gth July, regular discussions were held during assembly time. The students

understood that we should save environment because without environment we are nothing. There

will be no life on earth if we will not put any efforts to save the mother earth. To encourage the

students about the conservation of nature and plantation of trees, different activities tvere taken up

as a part of campaign related to the same. The students of Class I had an activity'Let's plant some

seeds,in which students sowed some seeds in the school's Science park, The students of class II

had taken care of the same plants by watering them on a regular basis. The students of class III
actively participated in'Talk show on Save Nature, save Life in which they were shown a video on

three R,s which stands for Reduce, Reuse, Recycle. A discussion on reducing the use of plastic bags

and wise use of natural resources was also held, The students of class IV participated in a rally on

the theme ,Save Nature, Save Future.'Students participated with a great zeal and had shown great

interest in all the activities. Students were motivated to plant at least one tree at their home and

look after the same. At the end, overall experience proved to be quite effective in enhancing the

cognitive and aesthetics domains of the students'
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